Effect of dispersion process and anionic to non-ionic ratio on properties of waterborne polyurethane dispersion
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Water-based polyurethane dispersions (PUD) were prepared by acetone process by varying the ratios of two different internal emulsifiers which were anionic and non-ionic. These further were studied by changing the dispersion process viz, direct and reverse process. It was found that PUD of the similar composition was made with direct process (water in oil addition), and reverse (oil in water addition) displayed different particle size, drying time, hardness, elongation, molecular weight and gloss. The increasing trend was observed in tensile strength, elongation, drying time, gloss and water resistance w.r.t. increase in the non-ionic content. Whereas, decreasing trend was observed in particle size, pendulum hardness and electrolytic stability. In similar set of experiments, PUD made with direct process displayed poor solvent resistance, electrolytic stability, improved hardness and water resistance compared to reverse process. However, tensile strength and elongation were unaffected by the process variation. The unusual trend was observed in particle size and viscosity in direct and reverse process. PUD prepared by reverse process showed lower particle size and viscosity than those synthesized with direct process. Moreover, it was also observed that the weight average molecular weight (Mw), storage and loss modulus (on Rheometer) also gets significantly affected by the dispersion process. Also, the phase inversion study reveals that time to achieve the phase inversion stage decrease with increase in non-ionic content.
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